Progress in Baryon Spectroscopy --------------------------------
Basic features agree with expectations from SU (3) ⊗ O(3) symmetry:
• counting of levels consistent with non-relativistic quark model
• Lattice results of course in very early state, m π =400 MeV...
Experimental Options: ----------------------
Final states: Observables: Isospin: neutron targets single meson production: γp → pπ, η, η ′ , ω...; ΣK (⋆) ... 
electromagnetic excitations of the neutron ----------------------------------------importance of measurements off the neutron:
• different resonance contributions
• needed for extraction of iso-spin composition of elm. couplings complications due to use of nuclear targets (deuteron):
• coincident detection of recoil nucleons
• Fermi motion, nuclear effects like FSI, coherent contributions mesurements off quasifree nucleons bound in the deuteron ----------------------------------------------------------
Complications:
(1) detection of recoil nucleons mandatory (2) reaction kinematics modified by Fermi motion -smears out all structures (3) possible influence of meson -nucleon and nucleon-nucleon FSI on cross sections Solutions:
(1,2) Typical neutron detection efficiencies for elm. calorimeters in the range 10% -30%, kinematics completely defined without measurement of recoil neutron energy:
• initial state: incident photon and deuteron at rest known/measured: E γ , m d , p d = 0 • four constraints from energy/momentum conservation (3) comparison of quasifree production off protons and production off free protons to study FSI effects 
Results -Example I: Photoproduction of π 0 -mesons --------------------------------------------------
photoproduction
MAMI 2014
A(γp → π
fits, predictions ------------------------------------------
Results from partial wave, reaction models: γn → nπ 0 -quasifree π 0 -production off neutrons - (M. Dieterle et al., PRL 112 (2014) 
-----------------------------------------------

MAMI
γn → nπ 0 -quasifree π 0 -production off neutrons - (M. Dieterle et al., PRL 112 (2014) 
-----------------------------------------------
γN → N π 0 -angular distributions ----------------------------------(M.
polarization observables -beam -target --------------------------------------completely model independent multipole analysis requires measurement of:
• 4 single polarization observables (σ, Σ, T , P ) Chiang & Tabakin PRC 55 (1997)
• 4 carefully chosen double polarization observables 
-------------------------------------(
---------------------------------------------------------branching ratios and elm. couplings (PDG):
state b η [%] A p 1/2 A p 3/2 A n 1/2 A n 3/2 • D
-------------------------------typical angular distributions fitted coefficients
-----------------------------------
excitations functions for different angular bins --------------------------------------------------------
MAMI γn → nη -excitations functions for different angular bins --------------------------------------------------------
ELSA polarization observables for γn → nη --------------------------------------(
photoproduction of meson pairs --------------------------------
ELSA γN → N π o π o -total cross sections --------------------------------
quasi-free proton & neutron 0 2.5 5 7.5 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1600 1800 N π o π o -helicity dependent cross sections  ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ (M. Oberle et al., preliminary) ---------------------------------------------------- (A. Kaeser et al., preliminary) total cross sections cross section ratios for channels so far investigated FSI effects seem to be much less important for polarization observables than for cross sections experiments at MAMI taking data or are under analysis, expriments at ELSA will restart after detector upgrade
MAMI γN → N π o π o -helicity dependent cross sections ------------------------------------------------
example for polarization observables for pion-pairs --------------------------------------------------beam-helicity asymmetries -circularly polarized beam, unpolarized target
-- N p 3 p 1 p 2 Φ γ z z' y {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 } = {π 1 , π 2 , N ′ } e.g. (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (π + , π o , n) I ⊙ (Φ) ≡ dσ + −dσ − dσ + +dσ − I ⊙ (Φ) = −I ⊙ (2π − Φ) I ⊙ (Φ) = Σ ∞ n=1 A n sin(nΦ) beam-helicity asym. for γN → N π o π o & γN → N π o π ± -
-----------------------------------------------------
N p 3 p 1 p 2 Φ γ z z' y (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (π ± , π o , N ) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (π o , N, π ± ) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) = (π ± , N, π o )
ELSA isospin decomposition of πη-photoproduction --------------------------------------------
